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1 Question

In this exerise, p(x) and q(x) will be two unary properties over natural numbers,

and P and Q will denote the sets P = {x ∈ N : p(x) holds} and Q = {x ∈ N :
q(x) holds}. If possible, for eah of the ases below �nd two properties p(x) and
q(x) suh that ∀x ∈ N. p(x) ⇒ q(x) and

1. P ⊂ Q (strit inlusion);

2. Q ⊂ P (strit inlusion);

3. P \Q 6= ∅;

4. Q \ P 6= ∅.

If for some of the above ases it's impossible to �nd suh properties, provide a

brief explanation of why is it so.

1.1 Answer

Suppose p(x) = x < 5 and q(x) = 1 < x < 5, so P = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} and

Q = {2, 3, 4}.

1. P ⊂ Q is false, ardinality of P is bigger then ardinality of Q

2. Q ⊂ P is true, beouse all elements of Q are inluded in P

3. P \Q 6= ∅ is true, beouse 2. is true

4. Q \ P 6= ∅ is false, ardinality of P is bigger then ardinality of Q and by

2. all elements of Q are also belong to P
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2 Preliminaries

Given an in�nite sequene of sets (Ai)i∈N, we de�ne

⋂
∞

i=0
Ai =

⋂
{Ai | i ∈ N} =

{x | ∀i ∈ N x ∈ Ai} and

⋂k

i=0
Ai =

⋂
{Ai | i ∈ N ∧ i ≤ k} = A0 ∩A1 ∩· · ·∩Ak.

3 Question

Assume (Ai)i∈N to be an in�nite sequene of sets of natural numbers, satisfying

N ⊇ A0 ⊇ A1 ⊇ A2 ⊇ A3 · · · (∗)

For eah property pi shown below, state whether

• the hypothesis (∗) is su�ient to onlude that pi holds; or

• the hypothesis (∗) is su�ient to onlude that pi does not hold; or

• the hypothesis (∗) is not su�ient to onlude anything about the truth

of pi.

Justify your answers (brie�y).

1. p1: ∀k ∈ N. Ak =
⋂k

i=0
Ai;

2. p2: if ∀i ∈ N. Ai is �nite, then there exists j ∈ N suh that Aj = Aj+1;

3. p3: for all i, if Ai is �nite, then Ai = Ai+1;

4. p4: if ∀i ∈ N. Ai 6= Ai+1, then

⋂
∞

i=0
Ai = ∅;

5. p5: if ∀i ∈ N. Ai is �nite, then
⋂

∞

i=0
Ai is �nite;

6. p6: if ∀i ∈ N. Ai is in�nite, then
⋂

∞

i=0
Ai is �nite;

7. p7: if ∀i ∈ N. Ai is in�nite, then
⋂

∞

i=0
Ai is in�nite.

3.1 Answer

1. It holds by indution, base ase is k = 0 and A0 = A0 ∩N obviously true,

indutive step Ak = Ak−1 ∩ Ak but by * we know that Akis a subset of

all previous sets inluding base ase.

2. It holds. By the de�nition all next sets are smaller or equal to previous

one. If at least two sets are equal we've done, if all sets are smaller then

prevoius one and they are �nite at some point we will reah some empty

set and next set will be also an empty set, so we've done

3. Nothing, hoosing two equal sets it holds, hoosing two not equal sets it

doesn't holds
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4. It holds. By the de�nition all next sets are smaller or equal to previous

one, but ∀i ∈ N. Ai 6= Ai+1means that next set an be only smaller then

previous one, so at some point we will reah an empty set.

5. It holds. In ase all next sets are smaller to previous one

⋂
∞

i=0
Ai = ∅

by p4, in ase all next sets are equal to previous one we will have some

ommon �nite set as intersetion.

6. False. Intersetion is however a smallest set from examinated sets, if all

examinated sets are in�nite and ontained one in other, also the smallest

set must to be in�nite.

7. It holds. Inverse of p6.
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